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(Bum-bum-bum-bum-bum-bum-bum-bum-bum-bum-bum-bum-bum)

Mr. Fanac,
[Yes?]

Bring me a Zine
[Why, sure!]

Make it the cutest
That there’s ever been
[Uh-huh!]

Full of BNFs
And a four colour cover
(bum-bum-bum-bum)

And lots of hooks
To really LoC that mother!
Mr. Fanac,
[What now?]

I’m desperate, it’s true
I’ll read anything
That’s sent from you
But Mr. Fanac
Don’t be a bloody bore!
Just bring me something
That isn’t EAYOR 4!

[Oh, crap. Er... Well, we’ll be right after these massages from our sponsors...]
=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=
EAYOR is in part © 2015 and is produced by Skate Press/Chuck Connor. No rights are retained
before, during or after publication – all rights are returned to the respective authors/artists (unless
material has been ripped off from somewhere else, ahem!) on acceptance.
While giant swathes of EAYOR is/are now Original Material – other tiddly-widdly-diddly bits are
the picked-over and rewritten diamonds usually found scattered in the roughage that is eAPA’s
Boopledoggin’. EAPA is the Monthly Electro-APA (details available at www.efanzines.com) – eAPA is
considered by many to be the source of the Fountain of Yoof for those who cannot help electrofannying around (it says here...))
EAYOR is also available in micro-fish format – for those who like to be in with the swim of things.
Skate Press Producktions are available for Trade/Usual, eLoCs/LoCs (Letters of Comment), CoCs
(Cards of Comment), Rammas, Lammas, and enough Ding-Dongs to satisfy any number of Leslie
Phillips clones – plus anything of a curious and interesting nature.
EAYOR – The Official Journal of the Counterfeit Goat Appreciation Society
=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=

And now, back to the regular deprogramming…
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Morte–Redux
It’s been a particularly odd couple of months.
At the start of April I went and had the car serviced and MoT’d. Not that
the Certificate of Roadworthiness is any good once you roll out of the testing
centre, you understand. Far from it. But it’s an annual tax/cost that has to be
done and sorted, all part of the motoring paperwork jigsaw you need to
complete in order to legally drive in the UK. All very different to the
uncontrolled chaos which was Gibraltar in the 1990s:
Once into the main flow of the traffic it is important to
continually check the steering linkage/tracking of the car and the
best way to do this is to weave from side to side in a slow and
casual manner, unless approaching a zebra crossing.
Unlike the UK variation, the true zebra crossing is designed to
clear the carburettor of any dirt and grit that may impede your
engine's performance and should you fall foul of any pedestrians

who have attempted to cross (and who have stopped you from
forward motion, despite swerving into the oncoming lane) you must
rev your engine repeatedly until the unsightly aberrations have
moved off the sainted road. Failure to rev may well induce a sense
of safety in the pedestrians which may lead to further attempts at
using zebra crossings while traffic is flowing.
The performance of controlled manoeuvres such as three-point
turns, reverse parking (left and right), GIVE WAY and STOP signs,
should all be handled at around 40 to 50kph – or in the case of the
three-pointer, leaving about 1mm of hot rubber on the road
surface. Hill starts should be performed by first freewheeling to
more level ground, and the art of reversing down a hill should be
conducted without first putting the car in reverse gear – to do so
may well warn other motorists of your intentions and will gain you
points on your licence for showing courtesy.
Lastly, in the event of an accident, you should be able to argue
fluently in Gibraltarian, Spanish, Moroccan, English, German and
Russian before exchanging medical insurance details (required for
claims and counter-claims for whiplash, etc). Any attempt to
exchange motor insurance details will result in an immediate
disqualification due to a lack of Gibraltarian Road User Knowledge
– Gibraltarians usually don't have any.
Thank you, and happy motoring the Mediterranean Way.
[Extract from my Granite of the Apes Part 2 – Captain Roadkill
Rides Again – Peregrine Nations #7.1 (Jan Stinson) 2007]
If you want to see ‘crazy’ then just tell the inhabitants of ‘The Rock’ they all
need to licence their cars on a set day. I think it used to be the first Monday in
April for surnames beginning A to D, regardless of where it fell. If everyone has
to do it, then you know 90 percent will leave it to the last minute. And if you
missed the 24 hour deadline? Well, it was expensive just to do it normally. Miss it
and it became exorbitant. And when the Gibraltarian Government at that time
was run by Mr Bribery and Mr Corruption, then maybe you could appreciate the
amount of hassle that went on just to ‘make things right.’
I know, because I used to own a bright red (as in household gloss painted)
Austin Metro – around 1200cc – between 1994 and 1996. Left hand drive, it was
a classic Rock Runner – the car so old and rotted that the bodywork consisted
mostly of fibreglass patches, resin and polyfilla – hence the house paint some
previous owner had slathered all over it. It was one of the first transverse engines
I’d ever worked on, and getting round the back of it for the exhaust manifold
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nuts and the like always left me with spanner bites on my knuckles. Coming
back from Pryca, one of the hypermarkets near La Linea, on the Alicante road,
the head gasket finally blew, and by the time I’d parked up in the forecourt of
our block of flats in Gibraltar, the engine was hot enough to keep running even
with the ignition turned off. Dieseling as my mother called it.
Mind you, the rings were also shot, the speedometer cable broken, and you
had to WD40 the boot lock on a regular basis. Still, it was a comfort to drive.
But back to the start of April.
Usually I get the car put through the Test three to four weeks before the
previous one is due to expire. This year, for some reason, I left it until the 11 th.
I don’t know why I let it slide. I suspect it might’ve been down to the fact that
nothing has been picked up in the past, and even though I get it serviced
annually I rarely put more than 8,000 miles on it per year. It’s a 2004 silver
Mazda 6, which we bought second-hand in 2008 after Mr Tingly decided to
curtail our Yorkshire holiday early by involving us in a head on collision. We
were going up a hill into a curving left bend – and he decided to overtake a
caravan and 4 x 4 on the blind crest of the hill – putting him on our side of the
road doing a good impression of Warp Factor 10. Well, whatever speed he was
going it certainly fucked our dilithium crystals, and wrote our car off as well.
The odd thing is, just before impact, I remember doing multiple calculations
– couldn’t throw the car any further onto the verge as there was a bloody wide
– and deep – drainage ditch. Couldn’t accelerate out and away from him as he
was side by side with the other vehicle. But I couldn’t tell you anything about
the impact. It’s a blank.
According to Den, my last words before our old dark blue 2002 Mazda 6
bumped uglies with Mr Tingly’s W-reg Ford Focus was: “Bloody hell, not
again!”
This I have always taken to be a definitive sign of reincarnation, and that I
was once a bowl of petunias. Either that, or it’s just a load of bollocks said at a
point of heightened, but not enjoyable, excitement.
But the upshot of that time driving around the insanity that was Gibraltar
and Spain has meant I always make sure all my paperwork is correct and up to
date.
Anyway, come April 11th I put the car into AJS Services at 08:00 – and by
0945 I was back home again, with a certificate and service log entry safely
wrapped up in the dinky little folder thing Mazda hands out with its vehicles.
No new work needed to be done, the usual ‘sidelight’ had needed to be
changed, and there were a couple of advisories regarding age and corrosion.
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It’s done less than 85,000 miles, but ever since Ford took over Mazda, the
bodywork on the 6 series has been prone to all sorts of things – including rust –
something virtually unheard of before then.
So I was riding a wave of happiness. Until I opened the letter from the RAC.
According to the letter, for some undisclosed reason, the RAC had not
renewed my car insurance, and for the previous 6 days I had been driving around
illegally – ie, uninsured. Naturally I go ballistic – I’d contacted them towards the
end of March, had been given a renewal quote, and had paid up front with a
debit card – ie, money out of the account there and then.
I get on the phone – and once through the inane carousel of self service button
pushing to route you into the right holding queue – I finally get to talk to one of
the call centre staff. And I swear, here and now, that if just one more of those
supposedly human lifeforms mis-quotes the Data Protection Act to me again, I
will push my hand down the line and throttle the gormless little sod without so
much as batting an eyelid.
Then, after going through the ‘security checks’, and a fifteen minute “Let me
just read through these notes so I’m up to speed with things” wait later, the guy
on the other end finally admits that, yes, the operative who did the renewal
“clicked the wrong button.” It was the button which stated that I didn’t want the
bloody company to retain my card (and thus my bank) details. The same details
which would’ve then been used to generated an Automatic Renewal Transaction
come April 2016 whether I wanted to renew with the RAC or not.
Only ‘the operative’ had re-clicked that button on my present/still active and
extant insurance policy – thus effectively cancelling the previous 45 minutes spent
going through all his spiels and required 5 pages of Business Practices, et-bloodycettra, in order to generate the new policy.
And the outcome? The RAC were really very very sorry. The ‘operative’
would be re-trained. Oh, and as you didn’t have an accident then there’s no harm
done, is there.
“But what if there had been an accident?”
“Oh, well, as it’s our fault, the RAC would have covered everything.”
But it doesn’t work like that, does it. If I’d had an accident, regardless of
whose fault it was, and then exchanged details – or if the police had done a
random Insurance check – it would have shown on all records as being expired,
void and non-existent.
“As I said, Mr Connor. As it is our fault, the RAC would have covered
everything.”
“Yes, but what if I had been a fatality? What if I’d died and my partner

crippled for life? There would be no one to contest the lack of motor
insurance, would there? In other words, the RAC would have gotten away
with it and my partner and family would’ve been subjected to a whole mass of
stress and pain.”
“But you didn’t have an accident, Mr Connor. So no harm done.”
Seriously, those were his fallback go-to words – “no harm done.” They had
taken the money, then cancelled the policy automatically.
Of course, no matter which way you look at it, the RAC still had me over
whatever metaphor you choose to use to state the fact I was Royally Screwed.
Plus I couldn’t really go elsewhere for new insurance because as soon as they
ask when you want the policy to start – and you say today (or ASAP) – then all
discounts, along with any other bets you thought you might have had – are
immediately off.
So we’ve ended up going with the RAC for a second year. It certainly won’t
be for a third, and to be honest, having been stiffed by the AA and now the
RAC, the only other ‘rescue service’ left is Green Flag.
And then, after all that crap, at the end of April, I watched as Mark Andrew
died in front of me. He was the Unit’s Business Manager, and I came in contact
with him maybe five or six times a day, every day. He was 48.
We’d been laughing and joking 10 or 15 minutes before it all happened.
We’d both joined the project around about the same time – me a couple of
months before him – so it was sort of natural that we ‘bonded’ with each other
more than with the rest of the pre-existing team.
He’d gone two doors down, into Martin’s office (they’re no bigger than
10ft x 12ft boxes for the most part) and while there he’d suddenly felt ill.
Martin made him sit down in a chair and went to get him a glass of water –
letting several of us know what was happening as he went to the in-suite
kitchen. Meantime Mark had phoned his wife to say he wasn’t feeling too
good, and that he’d be heading off home shortly. His wife works for the
Foreign Commonwealth Office, and was down in London for the day –
attending meetings in another part of Whitehall.
He’d literally just put the phone back down when he’d said he could feel
pains in his left arm, and some of his left side felt numb.
Lucy, the suite’s first aider had immediately notified the security post,
who’d called for a full paramedic team. They arrived, carrying a load of
equipment in large shoulder bags – and for a short while Mark seemed to be
okay – pick up even.

I suppose, in a way, it also helped that quite a few of the Unit were away
doing a presentation. That meant there was only a few of us clustered around
Martin’s office doorway.
Then Mark just stood up, said something indistinct, then crashed out
completely – total cardiac arrest. There wasn’t anything we could do but look on
from the doorway.
The professionals immediately went into their set routines, pre-empting and
second guessing each other as only a good, co-ordinated team does.
Shirt ripped open, the defibrillator patches get stuck on and connected – but
with no reviving effect. Then the decision to use adrenaline – and suddenly I’m
thinking about the scene from Pulp Fiction after Uma Thurman overdoses – but
it’s nothing like that.
From out of nowhere I remember the Three Fingers procedure for measuring
where to put your hands on an adult’s chest when preparing to perform CPR.
“If you can’t hear a crack the first time then you’re not pushing down hard
enough.” But that was back in the 1970s, and CPR training methods have
probably changed since then.
Meanwhile the ambulance driver arrives with two security police helping to
get a gurney into the suite, and carrying yet more equipment. Along with the kit
he’s also brought sealed bags of sterile tubes and pipes so they can push air in and
out, mechanically, in order to keep things oxygenated as well as artificially
maintaining a heartbeat.
Nick Slide and myself (both ex-Navy), and Dean (still serving) hover round
the doorway – grabbing up the rubbish and torn plastic bags as the medics
discard them – all three of us looking for anything we can do to help. From
somewhere Mark’s wife, Maryanne, appears – I recognise her from photos Mark
kept on his desk – along with pictures of his two daughters, one 11, the other 8.
Later, after Mark had been rushed to nearby St. Thomas’ Hospital, with some
of the remaining unit staff accompanying the ambulance crew, the three of us
make a large pot of coffee and sit in the conference room.
Between us I think we rack up around 130 years of past experiences, and so,
over coffee, we take our little monsters down from the shelves where we keep
them, and bring them into the daylight for a while. A monster shared is a monster
halved, after all.
Nick and I talk about the major fire onboard HMS Fife …the Saturday when
HMS Mohawk’s oil-fired main boiler blew up … HMS Fittleton turning turtle…
All long before the Navy had learned how to spell PTSD – let alone consider its
long term effects.
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My first dead body was in 1978. It had been a short bridging draft, on loan
to HMS Wolverton, a tiny wooden Minesweeper, which was part of the-then
Hong Kong Squadron. It would go to sea on a daily basis, chug around the
‘harbour’ areas and out beyond sometimes. Back in for supper. It should have
been an easy deal. Except….
Back then, before the 99 year lease was up and China claimed Hong Kong
back in 1997, people would try and swim across from mainland China – often
tying empty plastic containers on themselves for extra buoyancy. Sometimes
they would get tangled up with debris, or illegal fishing nets, or swim through
gunk from some passing tanker’s illegal bilge flush.
And, of course, as the only comms guy, I was the one to man the radio in
the rubber Gemini.
Those we fished out dead were landed ashore and the authorities cremated
them. Those we fished out still alive were landed ashore and in most cases the
authorities sent them back to China.
Coming back to the UK after 3 months, I was repeatedly told what a lucky
bastard I was to have had all that time foreign, even if it was only really a loan
draft.
Nick had been on HMS Andromeda when they found a successful suicide
onboard. The guy – a Weapons Elec – had supposedly gone on weekend leave
on the Friday. Come the following Monday, and the ship sails without him –
he’s supposedly gone AWOL. Only he hadn’t. He’d slipped past the
Quartermaster sometime Friday or Saturday, and had hung himself in the
middle stage of the main mast. It was four days before they finally found the
body. Nick had been the one to type up the MediVac Dead signals, including
the free text descriptions.
I start talking about 1984, and the attempted suicide by a Royal Marine.
He had come off the night guard shift, sneaked into the Transit block, gone up
to the deserted top floor, and tried shooting himself with a 9mm pistol that
had been registered ‘lost’ a couple of years earlier when the Falklands had
finished. He’d stuck it under his chin, but then he’d ‘snatched’ at the trigger –
or the barrel had slipped – and the bullet had just smashed through his left
cheekbone before exiting the side of his face. Thankfully a handful of other
cabins on the floor below were also occupied, so he didn’t have to knock on
too many doors before someone answered.
Dean picks up on the now-familiar territory of suicide – they’d had a
successful one towards the end of a patrol (Dean is a particular type of
Submariner) and had been forced to keep the body in one of the torpedo tubes
for several days before they were due to surface. There’s no refrigeration, nor

air conditioning, but they had nowhere else to keep him.
That was when I found out about TRiM – Trauma Recognition Management.
Apparently, in today’s modern Navy, there are at least 2 to 4 people per ship –
more per shorebase – who are specifically trained to be grief counsellors and
stress managers.
“You mean like an Add-Qual?” Additional Qualification. I’d not used that
expression since 1997.
Apparently so – been in for years. The Army and the RAF have similar
mechanisms and people. A modern, caring, Navy… all so very different to the
Neolithic version Nick and I are more familiar with.
When the coffee has almost gone, Peter the Arsehole comes into the
conference room and sits down across from us. He’s a still serving, totally useless,
Commodore who is too close to finally retiring to be kicked out, yet too
dangerous to be put in any position of responsibility.
Before he can open his mouth and start in on whatever he’s prepared, Dean
voices what, to the three of us, is obvious. Mark didn’t pull through.
Thankfully Peter just silently nods. The room is now so overloaded with raw,
displaced anger from the three of us, that just the sound of his voice alone
would’ve been enough of a catalyst. An innocent earthing rod – and even Peter
the Arsehole doesn’t deserve to take that kind of hostility. Not then.
The three of us gather up our things and head back to the kitchen area –
leaving Peter to update the people returning from the major presentation. We tidy
up in silence, the three of us mentally screwing the lids back on our little monster
jars before putting them back up on the out-of-reach shelf once more.
At around 12:30 those who are still left start migrating out of the suite, and by
13:30 it’s locked down for the day.
The following day I’m back in at the usual time.
It’s not ‘business as usual’ – it can never be that again – but I need the comfort
of routine and familiarity, and if I stay at home for a day I’ll just brood over what
had happened.
And slipping back into that mindless familiarity means I can also quietly
fashion a new glass jar, so I can then screw down its lid on a new little monster.
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LoCs
&
Chains
EAYOR #3 produced some interesting correspondence between D West and
myself – most of which was generated by our very dissimilar (in some respects)
views on fanzines, art, and the use of art therein.
I should point out here that all the artwork I’ve used so far has (almost)
been under an agreed Licence between myself and the artist. This use of
licensing agreements originally came about from my more commercial project
(Murderous Ink Press) which uses artwork for front covers for the novels and
other releases. As such, for me, it was a logical extension – not only does the
agreement allow the artist full control (ie, it does not assume copyright
exclusivity, directly or indirectly, for a period of time) but it also allows them
to simultaneously submit the work elsewhere – or in the case of some
deviantart members, continue to sell prints, cards, etc.
The only exceptions have been from EAYOR #3 – the card with the
cat/thing on it which I found in a book of Japanese art (later than the book
itself, it was printed in Hong Kong as far as I can make out) – and the other
was the uncredited back page cartoon which came from a card I found in
Clinton’s while looking for something else. I wrote to Clinton’s asking for
details of the original artist. They declined to pass them on, saying that it was
against their policy.
As some have already pointed out, it’s a variation/improvement on the Arnie
Levin/New Yorker (1983) “Howard. I think the dog wants to go out.” - to me,
the artwork is so much better, the colours in the Clinton’s version are much

more ‘enhancing’ (rather than the Levin ink work), and surprisingly I cannot find
anything about the original artist (E. Decetin/W. Decetir – whatever variations.)
In fact, the only other version I can find is here, on an American website http://www.richardsvarietystore.com/025821310367.html
The colours are certainly different, and to me less appealing.
However, more of that later. Time to start the LoCs off – and first past the
post, and a first time Skate LoCcer, here’s Mark Plummer:“You'll have to take my word for it that I didn't just extract EAYOR #3
from the envelope, scan through it for any mention of my name, and then
rush straight to the keyboard having found one. I realise it may look like
that, but it isn't the case, honest-”
Got to admit I didn’t think anything of it, cherub. At least not until you
mentioned it.
“-although I was a little surprised to find those five-year-old words come
back to haunt me here in 2015.”
“I don't know to what extent you're following the current debate about
the Hugos – I see you do allude to it here – but just lately I'm spending an
altogether disproportionate amount of my life reading the alarmingly
extensive commentary on the subject on Mike Glyer's File 770 blog. One of
the features of the debate is the detailed analysis of who said what, when,
and what exactly it meant, usually followed by some response pointing out
that, no, that's not what they said, or it's a line taken out of context, and
so on. I realise that there's a danger that I'm creating our own small scale –
and I hope good natured – iteration of that kind of debate here. Still, here
goes.
“In an email I now see I sent one year later (14 March 2010) I said, 'I
was pleased to see you calling on Chuck Connor to provide a specific
citation for his paraphrase, "It's not a real fanzine unless it's done on
paper". Sandra published that in QQ#12 in April 2012 but you didn't see
it until this year.
“In keeping with the general pace of this discussion – which has now
been ranging over seven years given your original correspondence with
Sandra dated back to 2008 – I realise that my next move should be to write
this as a letter, stick it in a wax-sealed bottle, and chuck it in the nearest
river, in the hope that it will eventually make its way to a nostalgic-minded
participant in whatever passes for fandom in 2078 so it can be published in
whatever passes for a fanzine under the general heading of 'Gee, look at
what the old-time fans used to argue about'.
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“Instead, though, I'll pick up the pace a bit.
“Now I'll set aside the question of in what respect Alexis Gilliland can
be described as 'a regular BananaWinger'. Alexis is not on our mailing
list, has never been on our mailing, we've never been in correspondence
with him, and he's never appeared in the pages of Banana Wings. He
and I were both at the same convention once, thirteen years ago, but I
don't think that counts. Still, as I said, I'll set that aside as pedantic
detail.”

that he considers efanzines to be somehow not real fanzines. You invoke
Fanthology 2013 here. I've just been looking through the contents and,
true, offhand I can't see anything that appeared in a PDF-only fanzine, but
there are a number of pieces from apazines and e-lists as well as fannish –
and indeed semi-pro – websites, pointing to a fairly liberal view of what
constitutes fan writing.
“And Lloyd's letter says that 'So many people ignore e-zines'. I imagine
Bill Burns has access to stats indicating how many people look at any given
efanzine on his site, although I guess there are lots of factors that prevent
that being a reasonable metric of readership. The same's true of hard copy
fanzines, though, in that I know how many copies of Banana Wings we
send out, but I've no idea how many ever make it out of the envelope.
“I have suggested in the past that there's a case for believing that just
about every copy we've ever sent to Australia is sitting in a mail sack in a
box room of a sorting office outside Huddersfield. At least there's precious
little evidence that this isn't the case. Still, even if it's true that 'So many
people ignore e-zines' -- and I'm prepared to believe that it is true – that's
not necessarily because those people consider them to be not real fanzines
because they're purely electronic. Again it could be personal preference, or
just a reduced sense of obligation to respond to a PDF which hasn't even
been sent to you but simply parked on a website for you to find.
“That was really the point I was making five years ago. I fully accept that
some will prefer the hard copy iteration but is there really any significant
block of opinion saying that print is the only true form for fanzines?”

What I should have done was gone to the Roadrunner section of BW #50 and
used the name check credits list on page 53. That doesn’t list Alexis. Mind you,
it also doesn’t list myself (despite being one of the ‘feature letter’ writers for a
while). Still, as you say, what’s a pedantic detail between friends?
“But it seems to me that the line from Alexis that you quote does
nothing more than indicate a personal preference for hard copy fanzines.
He says 'For whatever reason I do not read e-zines' and it seems to me
that that's not saying that they're not real fanzines, just that he doesn't
read them for whatever reason. That reason might be that he doesn't
consider them to be real fanzines but there's nothing here to indicate
that.
“I can't recall precisely what Murray Moore's line is on efanzines, but
I suspect that at most it's also a personal preference for hard copy
fanzines, or perhaps some greater commitment to writing to them. But
like I say, I'm not sure, although I don't recall Murray ever indicating
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To hit the points in quick succession (as they say on the Metropolitan line
heading out from Baker Street)
I was also very surprised to see QQ#9 suddenly surface at the start of this
year – despite Bill Burns putting it up for cover of the year (or whatever) a
while back. The timespan between QQ#7 and QQ#9 (and the last I actually
physically saw was QQ#7) saw a lot of attitude change – also, I think, it was
around the 2003/2004 mark that the Born Again 70s fans started bobbing up,
and if memory serves me rightly some of those had to be 'won over' (Uncle
Johnny for one, or so my misfiring synapses tell me) - but again, this is some
ten-plus years and 3 computer generations ago, along with at least 4 to 6 hard
drives which have since sailed down the Swanee – crashes and upgrades –
taking all sorts of detritus with them.
But to lay things to rest here and now (though the comment I led with does
state it was back in 2008) the comments I was referring to would have come
from around 2005 - 2006 (ie, ten years ago) and bear no relevance to the
attitude of most today. In the past Murray Moore has been pretty vocal in
regard to paper over e – something Taral Wayne discussed in TePe when that
was still Katz-based – and there are still the occasional ripples in the pages of
Alexiad, Reluctant Famulous, and similar, now and again.
In fact BW #50 page 44 col 2, has a letter from Lloyd Penney, which opens
“It’s tough to think there’s still argument on paper zines vs. PDFzines.”
But, come 2015, it's not that relevant. It rates alongside the Papal Farce – er,
sorry, the Paper First model which, in some respects, I can agree with even
though I will still take the St Michael out of it now and again.
This is sort of in line with Mike Meara's comments re the actual role of
eFanzines, and the fact that (as with any 'group' or 'club' demographic, 95 to
99% of its sum and total will be Passive Consumers) eFanzines should be an
archive rather than an initial distribution centre. It is also why, in the recent
Rodney's Fanac #4, I state:[Any zine – regardless of whether it comes to you via electronic, postal,
carrier pigeon or transcendentally teleported by means not yet understood by
science – would appreciate feedback of any kind. When it appears on
eFanzines, it seems to become part of a Passive Consumer Collective – ie,
downloaded, maybe read at some time – but not LoCced. Eric Mayer
commented in regard to this attitude/reading habit. Taral Wayne as well, in
regard to fanzines and the possible death of the medium. Even I’ve decided to
keep my own zine away from eFanzines until I have built up an active
readership – rather than tossing it out into the Ether and hoping for the best.]
And apology time – I genuinely thought I’d read LoCs from Alexis Gilliland
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in Wings past. I should have checked before running with the comment. I would
still have run with the piece (sans Wings reference) because it still highlights the
fact that there are fans out there who have a particularly aligned opinion in
regard to their perceived validity of e & paper zines. The introduction of
Gilliland into the chain of evidence could have done without the BW reference,
but it still stands as viable despite that little glitch – ask any Metropolitan Police
detective.
However, to be contrary-wise, his comment re ezines is open to interpretation
– and as one of the devils of fandom (thank you Judith Hanna) I shall claim his
soul for my side. So there.
That aside, Lloyd Penney's been getting quite a rough time from some of those
who should know better – hence the "Gentlemen, and you know who you are,
you are facing oblivion and death; get ready for both."
And when have you ever known Mr Canadian Politeness ever come out with
something like that? No, he doesn't name specific names (which I suppose
undermines that time-honoured faaaaaannish tradition of feuding) but it was
certainly heartfelt all the same.
The only other question re your comments is – why Australia? I can
understand Huddersfield. But Australia....?
But, to move on, and from an Alpha to a couple of Omegas – bringing to a
close bits from EAYOR #’s 1 & 2. Let’s start with Murray Moore:“I wonder, can I use the excuse that I have had my copy for *gulp* X
number of months, and only now am I reading it, because I could not
determine how to unfold it and read it?”
EAYORs are like oysters, Murray – there’s a knack to shucking the slippery
little suckers. And, like oysters, some prefer it with one staple, while others
tend towards adding an extra one here or there.
“Not a geeky tinkerer, me. A few times I changed the oil in my first car, a
1976 Triumph Spitfire.

All I do with our 2004 Toyota Prius is add windshield water fluid.
“I expect that you are aware that you and Taral have in common the
writing for money of porn, Taral for an even more specific audience.
I can boast a physical affliction, a condition with an impressive name,
for which I had surgery: Dupuytren's Contracture. You too are eligible if
you are male plus your ancestors are Western European. Either Do-PUYtrens or DOP-u-trens.
“My surgeon I was informed by my general practitioner was the best
because he did the majority of the operations locally. Minutes before the
operation I told my surgeon that I was unsure if he did the most
operations because he was the best or because he needed the practice.
Afterwards he told a nurse, a statement which he knew I could hear,
"He hurt my feelings."
I’m amazed with the run you’re having with the Toyota Prius – I always
thought there was a battery life problem with the early versions? I remember
R-Laurraine Tutihasi (in the pages of eAPA) some time back mentioning that
they had broken their Prius’s battery after only 120,000 miles.
My late brother had several operations on his hands, mostly involving similar
procedures to Dupuytren’s Disease – only his were for Trigger Finger(aka
Stenosing Tenosynovitis or Stenosing Tenovaginosis to us less medically
certified.) For my sins I seem to have more than my fair share of finger
dexterity – the most advantageous of which has been the pair of double-joined
little fingers. Being able to click from one joint to the other means I have a
pretty good chance of winning bets involving pinky finger wrestling – should

that ever manage to become an Olympic sporting event.
As for porn – it’s hosed itself down and cleaned itself up – and is now called
Erotica. And it’s respectable, too (says he, with several anthologies of the stuff on
Amazon which helps to keep the more ‘legitimate’ publishing going...) It does
lead to some anomalies though. The trick is to run a core anthology of – say – 12
short stories. But before you release that, you split the anthology into 3 or 4
‘collections’ (all properly done with covers and ISBNs) and drip freed those out
into the market. The problem comes when the core/source anthology is deemed
okay by Amazon – but one of the ‘collections’ gets the red card. Go figure.
And now some kind worms from the lady herself, R-Laurraine :“I, too, asked my dentist about removing all my teeth when it seemed
like I was having nothing but problems. He explained that dentures have
problems of their own, and it’s much better to keep as many teeth as
possible for as long as possible. By the way I have something like six
implants. I may have lost track a bit. There are some rare circumstances
when removal of teeth is advisable, but it doesn’t happen very frequently.
“I was happy to see the photo of you and Den, but you didn’t say which
was who. Did you get your partnership converted?
“In this country, more and more states have legalized marriage between
same sex partners. The Supreme Court will be ruling on this soon.
“I just heard this morning that, it’s now legal in Ireland.”
The photograph was from 2006, which – as far as I can remember – means I
was on the Left. The certificate is now framed and sits on top of a chest of
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drawers in our bedroom – rather than hanging it on a wall somewhere.
Sadly, due to a previous set of bookings for other things, the Registry Office
wasn’t able to match us for the dates when it came to converting over to
Married status – so we had to opt for a day extra, rather than the same date as
our original CP.
Also disappointing is the Marriage Certificate. Talk about a let-down from
the Civil Partnership version – and it’s clear that no queen had a hand in that
design.
It also means I now have to go back to HP and change my status once more
– from CP to Married.
And, to add to it all, the snowballing events between the Irish vote and what
seems like an unnatural rush of sanity, it looks like the US of @ as a whole has
finally relented as well – though curiously that might have something to do
with a Congressional Budget Office study which reported that Marriage
recognition would increase the government expenses for Social Security and
Federal Employee Health Benefits but that increase would be more than made
up for by decreased expenses for Medicaid, Medicare, and Supplemental
Security Income.
Finally, to close the comments on EAYOR #1, who’s this coming from
Beyond The White Gates? None other than Mat Coward:“What a very welcome surprise that was
a) receiving a fanzine in the post, just like it was in the olden days or
something equally preferable, and
b) it being from you. I’ve just read it all, and enjoyed it all, but it’s so
many years since I've written a loc that I just ... it’s like .... I’ve forgotten
how to ... it’s .............”
It’s just like riding a bike – you wobble around all over the place, then as soon
as you figure out how to keep it in a straight line, some donkey of an editor
sticks in a supposedly amusing side comment and the next thing you know the
front wheel’s locked up, sending you over the handlebars, so you end up
kissing tarmac with parts of your body you don’t want even your mother
dabbing TCP or sticking a Band-Aid on... at least not after the last time...
“What I’m hoping is, when you send me issue two of Eat All Your
Own Relatives, it will have a cumulative effect upon my loc-muscles and
I will enter a loccable state. This is what we must hold out for if there is
to be a future beyond the stars.”
You see! You see! You just couldn’t leave it alone, could you?! There I was,
happily working on the mental rough of EAYOR #5 and now all I can think of

are things like Cannibal Highschool Girls In Trouble (to lift from Kentucky Fried
Movie.) How the hell am I going to win a Fan Huguenot or one of those muchtalked-about-of-late FLAAN Awards if I can’t focus and concentrate, eh?
I mean, it was bad enough that no one gave a flying cluck about the
philosophical question posed in EAYOR #3 by the egg-laying chicken in the
forest.
“Eat All Your Own Relatives was, of course, a mistype. I meant Every
Alien Yields Organic Ricemilk.”
Welcome to the Minkey Haus, Mat. Now, while I try and erase the front cover of
Cannibal Highschool Girls In Touble from my short term memory, Dave Redd
mentions his surprise at reading another LoCcer from Yesteryear in the last
issue:“Had a radon check on the bungalow (pre move) which was near a
granite quarry – but it was okay.
“Very chatty LoCs. Eric Mayer needn’t worry about future of Internet –
exponential growth is impossible, so it’ll all overload/crash/burn out power
supplies and then vanish. A final solution.”
“Pete Presford, wow! Still have a Barddoni on audio cassette – hope it
still plays.”
And then, hard on the heels of news that there’s been a new dinosaur discovered
in Wales, Pete Presford writes:
“Greetings fellow disciples of the cloven hoof. Quick reply to EAYOR #3
as the garden lawn awaits.
“Thanks for the run-down (or throw-up!) on the merits of fish. Here, in
north Wales, we have our Lawrence, who travels down from Durham three
times a week into our area. Selling fresher than fresh, fresh fish. And who
has been known to make in excess of eight grand in a day. Why work more
than three days?!
“His customer notebook is a delight. No real address listing. We are
down as ‘couple up the Lane’, whilst my mate is ‘Two barkin’ dogs’.
“An excellent system if I may say so.
“However, to task.
“Andy Sawyer … Hm! Wondered who had started creaming off the
charity shops in Chester before I could get to them. I’m watching Andy.
“Tell Lloyd Penney to also watch his step as well … This old coot has not
complained about him once … until now. Oblivion and death. Can you
have one without t’other?!
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“Anyway … just back from hols in Devon. Picture of Anita with future
editor for EAYOR, perhaps?
“Old Coot indeed!
“Pip your Toodle.”
And Pete included a wonderful picture of Anita at the Sidmouth Counterfeit
Goat Sanctuary, alongside Li’l Rico – one of the more notorious counterfeit
goats. I’d also like to take this opportunity to post a quick notice for Goatfest
2015 www.goatfest.co.uk which, if it’s anything like the 2014 version, should
be worth pootling along to:

And (sort of) keeping on the subject of fish, Ned Brooks (he loves books!) is
proof (were such needed) of the glorious educational value of EAYORs:“Amazing synchronicity to see a picture of rollmops – today’s [30th May]
paper had a story about a local Indian kid who crashed in the spelling bee
semi-finals trying to spell ‘rollmop’ – she spelled it ‘rolmop.’ I had never
seen the word and took it to mean some sort of special floor-cleaning
gizmo.
“I like salmon and eat it often – about the only fish I do eat. I can’t stand
tuna. In Virginia I occasionally got bluefish – I’m told that the bluefish are
not fished out because their migration is random and erratic and no one
knows where they are.
Like Dr Soused says – One Fish, Two Fish

– Redfish, Bluefish (plus some Sweet Dill, sliced
onions, mixed spices, malt vinegar...)
Personally I think it’ll all end in a pickle. But, back to Ned:“I do not cook at all, and have no understanding of it. Tonight I had
dinner at my sister’s house and her son was doing something to chicken.
But then he came and said he had ruined it because it was undercooked – I
refrained from asking why he didn’t just cook it some more. We had beans
and turnip greens and salad and watermelon. Very good too.”
Chicken can be bad if you somehow get it wrong. I know you can ‘cook’ pork,
beef and fish/prawns via citrus juice (Peruvian ceviche being an immediate
example to mind) but I’m not too sure about chicken. There again, I’ve had and
enjoyed Carpaccio (Italian raw beef salad) so maybe I’m not the best person to
discuss the finer points of the dangers of ‘under cooking’ meats.
Ned also opens up the section regarding fanzine art, Fanzine art and, of
course, Fanzine Art:“You are right about fanzine art – but I am old and my taste was formed
in the days of Tim Kirk and Dan Steffan and Atom and Alan Hunter and
Steve Stiles. Later we got Brad Foster and Taral. Ugly art to me is just ugly.
So my fanzines are often decorated with much older art.”
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As I originally said, I am not a big fan of Rotsler material (or ATom, or Ian
Gunn, etc) when it is just yanked from a CD (or whatever source) and
schlepped back down without any rhyme nor reason – regardless of how
Terribly Terribly Faaaaaanish it purports to be. It isn’t. However, before I lay
down my tu’ppenth’s worth here’s a few others, starting with Alexis Gilliland:“My old friend Bill Rotsler was sufficiently prolific so that his work is
still appearing in fanzines 18 years after his death. Another reason might
be that having a few Rotsler illos defined the fanzines of the half century
1947-1997, a golden age for paper fanzines, so that today’s paper
fanzines use them to reprise their glorious past. My own style is quite
similar to his, though rather more caption dependant.”
This actually opens a much larger can of worms – that of Fanzines with no
Rotsler illos are therefore not Fanzines (and according to more than a few
‘faaaaans’, Real Fandom ceased after 1979) – but those rushing to defend the
use of Rotsler material are missing my original point. They have become an
easy go-to and, for all I know, may well contribute to a winning score in the
Trufandom Purity Test – or maybe some kind of magic handshake that
generates a bit place jumping in the FAAN Awards.
What I was originally getting at – and still am – is that there is a wealth of
new and talented artists out in Internet Land. Fanzines are no longer bound to
mono/B&W line art such as when I started out (yes, I know hecto & banda
had coloured carbons – I’ve used enough of the stuff in my time) but fanzine
editors are seemingly not prepared to be Pro-Active.
Mind you, Brad Foster (writing to Rodney Leighton re Rodney’s Fanac #5)
seems to believe that the ‘Fan’ artist is going the same way as the Faned:“Speaking of the end of things. I haven’t been able to attend a Worldcon
for over a decade, but will be able to go this year. I see they have me
scheduled for a panel titled "What the Heck Is a "Fan" Artist These
Days?" I think whatever answers we might come up with on the panel,
the bottom line is, the "Fan Artist" idea is dying off rapidly as well. But,
we had a good run there for a while. Steve Stiles still deserves one of
those rockets before they stop giving them out!”
To be honest, the only thing I see that’s changed is the medium and the quality.
True, I did have an electrostencil scanner which had a ‘wheel’ of coloured gels
which were used to filter out various colours in order to create something like
a 4-colour separation set. And although I ended up with a box full of various
coloured Gestetner inks, I didn’t have the time or enthusiasm to test the
process for real. For one thing, all of the Gestetners I had were friction feed, so
the registration was going to be sloppy at best.

Whatever, here’s D West on the subject – extracted over a period of several
letters – starting with a letter before I wrote explaining that I try and licence every
piece I use (see p7 intro):“I note your complaint about ‘fandom’s continued recycling of art from a
very limited pool of mostly extinct artists’. It has to be said that one good
reason for using the work of dead artists is that there is not a lot coming
from live ones. I doubt very much that there is any ‘new talent’ which
‘doesn’t get the chance it deserves.’ I think that editors print pieces from the
late Rotsler, Atom, and Ivor Latto because otherwise they’d have nothing
but the works of Steve Stiles, Brad Foster, Dan Steffan, Harry Bell and me.
A little variety is always good, and there are not very many active fan
artists. No doubt there are other artists out there doing other sorts of art,
but if they want to get into the fan art game then it’s up to them to make
some effort on their own behalf. No entry, no prize. Perhaps editors could
be a bit more active in letting the world know they wouldn’t mind some
artwork, but basically it’s up to the artists to stir themselves.”
The problem is that – as in the Real World – potential new artists won’t know of
any new ‘market’ if said ‘market’ can’t be bothered to get off its arse and go
looking beyond its microscopic comfort zone.
D, again, post licence agreement revelation:“The usual course of events is that the artist may get a pencilled scrawl on
the back of the fanzine envelope (“How about some art?”) or it may come
to him in a dream that art might be acceptable. So, some drawings are sent.
Time passes and nothing is heard. Then, months – or years – later, the
fanzine appears with some or all of the drawings badly printed, jammed in
corners, over-reduced and generally abused. The editor still has nothing to
say about them, and any meagre comments made by the readers may or
may not be printed or passed on at a much later date. So, altogether, the
treatment is not very encouraging, and in this context what I had in mind
for ‘nurturing’ was nothing much more than a pat on the back and a few
kind words. I didn’t imagine that the concept might extend to the
promotion of professional ambitions.
“Once again, I think this shows up the difference between our
viewpoints: I’m thinking in terms of purely non-professional fanzines,
whereas you’re thinking of what I would call Small Press, which is
definitely pointed towards prodom or semi-prodom. I do art for fanzines
because it amuses me (despite the low response, which I’m fairly used to as
a veteran) and because it’s my contribution to The Usual, whereas the
people you mention (none of whom I’ve heard of) do it with some sort of
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thought of advancing their careers as artists. This is not necessarily a bad
idea (and in fact is perfectly reasonable) but is certainly not my idea. Any
contribution I make to fanzines has absolutely no connection to any sort
of career plan. (Well, it would have to be a very weird career,
considering some of the stuff I’ve done.) I am far too slow, far too
indolent and far too disinclined to do as I’m told to be any kind of
professional. I have sold a few things, but it became quite obvious many
years ago that this was not the way for me. Making a business of it takes
out too much of the pleasure. I like Art, but I also like to do it as and
when I feel inclined.
“I still stand by my other remarks that there are not many living
active fan artists, that no one is being excluded, and that all anyone has
to do to be published is make the effort to submit material. The response
may be somewhat limited, but someone, somewhere, is virtually certain
to publish almost anything.”
All of which, again, highlights the two very different approaches we have.
Personal view is that the editor should be active and encouraging – rather than
‘what load of old bollocks can I shove into that white space?’ – but most
fanzine editors do nothing to even advertise their own existence. Which is why
you end up with a limited number of artists, rather than looking at it as a
chance to bring something new to the proverbial table – the often screamed for
‘new blood’ – but which no one seems prepared to put themselves out and
about in order to tap.
Yes, when I swan dive off the 10 metre board into the sea that is
www.pixelgirlpresents.com,
www.behance.net,
www.deviantart.com,
www.artician.com and the like, I know I’m guaranteed to have to discard at
least 80 percent of the material as being unsuitable for what I’m after/looking
for.
Of the remaining 20, I know that some won’t respond because they’re
‘dead’ accounts (and even after rooting around the Interweb, sometimes it’s
easier for me to just dump it and go looking for something else.) Either that, or
they’ve lost interest, or moved on to other things – or like Zach, actually
working in a professional environment.
However, there are also the incredibly striking one-off pieces – originals,
photo-manipulation, collaborations – even mash-ups and ‘remixes’ – that
makes hacking through the jungles of – to me – unsuitable material (spanning
everything from the My Fluffy Unicorn sugar-rush cute, to the Welcome to My
Broadmoor World serial killer nightmare) all the more worthwhile.

[Left – Steampunk –
photomanipulation by
Porsylin 2011.

Right – Steampunk –
re-interpretation by
kuvaajankulma –
undated, probably also
2011]

But ask one of those artists/creators if they know of, say, Chunga, and I
guarantee that not one of them will – or the fact it’s taken from Frank Zappa
back in the 1970s. They might come up with the Gotan Project version, but these
days I very much doubt it. And not all of them are aspiring professionals – some
are, like yourself, hobbyists who’re just in it for the fun of it.
Someone else who’s still in it for the fun of it is Eric Mayer:“Good luck with the novel. From what I hear, nothing is an easy sell
anywhere, unless it absolutely reeks of bestseller potential. We have a good
agent (her list includes mystery bestseller J.A. Jance) but she hasn't
managed to sell the book we gave her. The older I get the less point I see in
latching onto a big New York publisher except to be able say "nyah, nyah,
told you so!"
“Meantime we chug along with Poisoned Pen Press which will be
bringing out our eleventh Byzantine mystery in October and next year
(maybe as early as January) a mystery set in the UK countryside during
WWII.
“We've just spent quite a bit of time dealing with the editor's copy
editing suggestions. You are right, you cannot copy edit your own work.
Even if you're not married to your own writing -- and who among us isn't?
-- you can't see the words clearly enough, having already spent so much
time staring at them.”
Still haven’t pushed it up to the Wednesday Post website – every time I go near
the damn thing I seem to tinker with it just a little bit more. Now, of course, with
the whole electronic readership/ebook readers, I’m wondering if I should go with
the original 18 chapter version – or with the re-chaptered version which comes
out at 70 chapters – chapter breaks in place of scene changes – in order to
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seemingly match the current trend of ‘bite sized’ chunks.
Sad to say, it also looks like I’ve lost my previous (and excellent) copy
editor over comments I made regarding his own drafts of an incomplete novel.
Jon was very good at sorting things out for others, but it now looks like I’m
back searching for someone to help with the copy editing, along with Bill
Butcher (who insists I keep making up words. I don’t. They’re just not in the
dictionaries yet....)
But, back to Eric:“I'm sorry that I can't offer any meaty comments on your Antarctic
visit, but it is a magnificent piece. Wonderfully written, remarkably
evocative. I read this in eAPA didn't I? But it was just as good on
rereading. Of course since it isn't about sf, fandom or mutual
acquaintances I suppose the proper reaction would be "why are you
telling us this?" Couldn't you have given us something interesting like
what you had for breakfast at Eastercon in 1983?
“Speaking of D West, I think you answered him well. But then I'm
out of step. I see fandom as a creative hobby. Anyone who contributes is
automatically a member. Apparently real fans see fandom as a social
group consisting of them and their circle of friends. You only become a
member if they decide you're their type. D says I don't grasp the
"point," meaning by "point" what he argues for. But I do. Hell, I
graduated from law school. I have a doctorate in understanding bullshit.
I just don't agree with him.
“Also, you are right that KTF posturing and stupidity affected
fandom.
“I can't blame D for wanting to scuttle away from his past. Enfant
terribles with Zimmer frames aren't so cool. Granted, we're all entitled
to get a pass on our adolescent behavior, except maybe not if you were
behaving like a teenage prat when you were actually an adult.”
Back in the early 1980s there was a distinct trend in regard to a lot of thennew fans. Most were staying on the Convention side because it wasn’t worth
the attitude to try and get involved with fanzine fandom back then. I even went
so far as to bring Pat Silver (then known as Pat Brown) into fanzine fandom,
even though she’d written several times saying she’d seen some zines and
decided she didn’t like all the vitriol and sniping.
There again, part of the ‘fun’ of fandom has always been the wide diversity
of characters in it, with which to interact with – usually through the joys of the
LoC Column. Even Rodney Leighton admits that although he might not print
LoCs, that doesn’t stop him from enjoying the contact they generate. So when
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Milt Stevens sent him the following, Rodney agreed to let me run it here. But,
first, here’s a little Milt on EAYOR:“At the beginning of Enter At Your Own Risk #3, you write about
beginning a fanzine. That is a common fannish concern. A blank piece of
paper can be a harsh mistress. It’s much easier once you realize you can
start anywhere. Everything in the universe is related to every other thing.
All you have to do is grab any irrelevant detail and then work around until
you reach something that is more or less sensible.
“You mention people who fear electronic attack by lasers and other
rays. A writer named Joseph Wambaugh wrote several novels about the
improbable doings of the Los Angeles Police Department. Among the other
improbable characters is a woman known as The Laser Lady. I’ve talked to
her. I think everybody who worked for the LAPD talked to her at one time
or another. I’ve also seen her on one occasion. She did look like she had
been attacked by a laser. Parts of her hair were missing, and some of her
skin looked burned. I’ve seen theories as to how things like the stigmata
happen, but the laser lady was still extra creepy.”
When I ‘found’ a trade size copy of Hollywood Station in the back of a
‘remaindered’ book warehouse (offering paper and hardbacks at 80% off cover
price) it brought back all the memories of reading his previous fiction material. I
could never get into his non-fiction work, but coming back to fiction after a 10
year break made him all the more sharper an observer – and a much more
confident writer. Hell, when you build up so much empathy and feeling for The
Oracle (Hollywood Station), only to have Wambaugh close the book the way he
did, it made me go out and buy the others in the Hollywood series as they came
out.
The only other author to do that to me has been John Connolly, in the Charlie
Parker spin-off, Bad Men. But, back to Milt:“Rodney’s Fanac #5 leaves me no alternative. I have to write a letter of
comment about writing letters of comment. That could lead to infinite
regress. It could even lead to the egress. Aarg!”

[Pictured Right
– A Little Egress]

“So why write LoCs? The traditional reason was that fanzine editors
required the usual. If you didn’t want to do an article or contribute art
work, you pretty much had to write an LoC to receive future copies of
the fanzine. I suppose you also could be the editor’s brother-in-law, but
that’s a whole bunch of work just to get a lousy fanzine.
“You might also write LoCs to stay in contact with some people and
maybe even meet some new people. This gives you people to hang out
with when you go to conventions. At conventions, you meet yet more
people who may also send you their fanzines. The whole system is like
the economy of Slobbovia. The official currency of Slobbovia is the
rasbucknik which is absolutely worthless. However, the natives have to
keep trading them back and forth to avoid freezing to death.
“So why do I write LoCs. It gives me a niche in fanzine fandom
without having to do a whole bunch of work or spend a whole bunch of
money. It also keeps my mind active. I may be called upon to comment
on anything in the known universe. Reading a fanzine with the intention
of writing an LoC is a different experience than casually reading a book.
Writing LoCs gives me the opportunity to be a wiseass without the risk
of getting whacked upside the head.
“Doing mailing comments is pretty much like doing LoCs except that
nobody gets to edit what you have to say. This can be either a good
thing or a bad thing depending on how much you need editing.”
We are citizens of Slobbovia
(Oh, that this should be happening to us!)
We are giving you back to the Indians
(But they are refusing, of cuss!)
PTUI on you, Slobbovia!
We are hating your icebound coast
Of all the countries in the world
WE ARE HATING SLOBBOVIA MOST!!
Gawd Bless L’il Abner! Still, as Rodney himself says in a letter:“Any response is always appreciated; is read; is considered. But, really,
the only thing that could be done is to do a letter column, which I have
absolutely no intention of doing. So should I change from what I’m
already doing? Should I take the responses for what they are and forget
them, or do I carry on writing a personal response?

“I was, and am, one of those folks who proclaim that letter columns are
the heart of a fanzine. I am well aware of the irony of a person who says,
and believes, that – yet having neither the interest nor the desire to run one
of the things.
“I have often wanted to quit LoCcing. I have in fact quit LoCcing. But I
do see the value and the advantages. Some of the letters I have written of
late were written entirely because you have been urging me to write LoCs
on every damn thing. But on the other side of it … sometimes it is fun.
“So, to people who still do paper zines, I was going to say ‘Look, Lloyd
Penney gets copies of your zine for letters. I guarantee, barring blindness or
death, a full page letter, minimum, of you send me a paper copy of your
zine’ - even though Rodney’s Fanac is intended, in part, as a letter
substitute.”
So, now that’s all sorted, time to get down to some serious topics of conversation.
First out of the traps is Steve Sneyd:“Dench – new scrabble word for ‘excellent’, will apply it to EAYOR #3,
and note Radio 6 timely record as Krautrockers Rheingold’s Fan Fan
Fanatisch”
Was kann ich sagen?
Fan Fan
Fanatisch Make-up das ist dramatisch
Fan Fan
Fanatisch und tanzen automatisch.
Fan Fan
Fanatisch Musikidol sympathisch
Fan Fan
Fanatisch und tanzen so extatisch.
Der Akt ist atmosphärisch, die Resonanz hysterisch, Idol ganz oben,
Fans, die toben.
Fan Fan
We’re nothing if not Cosmopolitan here in EAYOR-land – though that doesn’t
mean I’m going to be putting any staples down the middle of any fold-out centre
spreads. I do remember, back in the 1980s, Australian fan – Terry Frost – also
did an issue of his fanzine with a similar photographic pose on page 2 or 3. Sadly,
there’s not much info around regarding Terry, or the zine ( The Big Sleaze) which
was not very popular in Australia at the time. Still, to give you a flavour of the
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thing, here’s a shot of Rodney Leighton from a couple of year ago:-

Worst case of armpit hair I’ve ever seen.
Back to Steve:“Mention of Ted White (who called him “Holy God of Fandom” back
when?)
Maybe Greg Pickersgill in an issue of his Rastus Johnson’s
Cakewalk?
“Reminds me of Ted White KTFing some zine for including a (very
interesting/involving) article by some woman who’d grown up in a
circus, as not being fannish enough. The ed’s response was, what should
she’ve done, included statistics on how many of the clowns read
Amazing, and fed their copies to the elephants once read?
“Also reminds of a KTF reviewer defending self – forget who – that a
ginger tom on the hearth can’t be expected to purr all the time, every so
often it had to use its claws.”
I’ve always agreed with the belief that it’s far too easy to condemn and criticise
than it is to say what you actually liked about something, in a properly
balanced and analytical way. I have always been prepared to forgive some
horrifically terrible layouts, or printing, provided that the content was of such
a standard that it made the effort of fighting through the rest of the adversities
worthwhile. Which is an evaluation the reviewer cannot make unless they
persevere. Dismissing it with a “Not even worth tearing into quarters and
wiping your arse on” comment is just being lazy, and Sixth Form priggish.
Oddly enough, John Hertz has this to say about KTF:Page 17

“KTF is a radio (more or less) station. You wouldn’t like it.”
A quick Google (well, the Devil makes work for idle hands) first got me info
about the arrest of the CEO of KTF:
Arrest Warrant Sought for KTF Boss in Bribery Case. The prosecution
sought an arrest warrant for Cho Yong-joo, CEO of the nation's No.2
mobile phone operator KTF. According to the prosecution, Cho, 52, kept
some 2.5 billion won in borrowed-name bank accounts after receiving it
from the head of the subcontractor providing transmission equipment
between early 2006 and late 2007.
2.5 billion sounds a lot, but the South Korean Won is only worth 0.00085 US$.
Mind you, 2.5 billion x 0.00085 = a shed-load more than I got.
Second Google got me a good old fashioned, tub thumping, bible swinging
Christian radio station.
There again, some people simply believe I’m destined to burn in Hell because I
remain one of the few who haven’t been seduced by the cuteness of potential fur
coat material. Holding the flaming torch aloft and brandishing a pitchfork is
Charles Rector:“Been reading EAYOR and took note of your hatred of squirrels. Hasn't it
ever occurred to you that when you tear down the forests and disrupt their
natural habitats, that the squirrels have no other choice but to pack their
bags and move into the city? From what I gather, squirrels prefer nuts over
bird seed, but in urban areas, there aren't too many nuts, so bird seed has
to do.”
They’re also pretty omnivorous, and not just the
urban varieties either. “Animal matter (meat) is not
necessarily bad for squirrels. In fact, pregnant and
lactating females often go out of their way to acquire
animal protein by eating worms, bird eggs, and the
brains of birds. This has been documented by
numerous
scientists.”https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?
qid=20071229090917AAcYdxpquirrels
Also, what is it with Americans and the colour
red? We have the invasive American Grey killing off
the native UK Red. The Americans killing off the
Redcoats – the Red Chinese – the Russian Red
Menace....
Whatever, Charles concludes:-

“Sort of reminds me of my childhood in Platteville, WI growing up
with all these Irish Catholics who were forever griping about "John
Bull's tyranny in Northern Ireland." And yet when Argentina invaded
the Falklands, these same people were all for helping the Brits. Some
folks lack consistency.”
I know what you mean. It’s like all those American presidents claiming to wage
war on International Terrorism – just so long as it doesn’t piss off the NorAid
boys in New York, the NRA, the Klan, et-ceddera. That, and ex-Prime
Minister Tony ‘Only In It For The Money’ Blair and those wonderful letters of
amnesty....
And after that Ben Elton (“Little bit of politics”) moment, Eric Mayer does
his impression of Sylvester J. Pussycat – sufferin’ squirrel succotash:“I've eaten squirrel. It doesn't taste like chicken. Not even the darkest
meat from the thigh. Not surprisingly, it tastes pretty much like I'd
imagine a rat tastes. My parents used to hunt squirrel, amongst other
things, and from time time time the horrid, black meat would show up
on my plate. The visible entrance wounds from the buckshot did not
make it any more palatable.
“I do enjoy watching our grey squirrels navigate the trees
surrounding the house. They have a regular route by which they can
make a complete circuit. There are a couple of major leaps from the very
ends of flimsy twigs. We have seen a red squirrel a couple of times but
alas, as you know, the greys drive them away.
“I don't want to sound callous but I can't be bothered with humane
traps. We put out poison for the mice who flock in from the woods.
“Yes, they are incredibly cute. Unfortunately they are also filthy
vermin and you can't let them overrun your house just because your
brain plays tricks when it processes their features.”
Mice aren’t so bad – at least not according to Anita Sands Hernandez:
Mice aren't that bad. Especially when served with chiles and tortillas!
It's all how you look at them. When the big crash hits, you're going to
drool for any extra mice running around your house.
RECIPE FOR "Enchiladas El Mouse-o EN EL HOUSE-O"
6 corn tortillas, 6 mice parboiled, stripped, boned, chopped,
seasoned. 2-3 large red dried chiles soaked in water 5 min. l chopped
green onion, cilantro for decorating, oil, onions, salt & pepper to taste.
http://www.rense.com/ (for some of America’s Finest Conspiracies...)
Why should I even think of making something like that up, when the Interweb

is just so chock full of nuts?
And on the subject of nuts...
“Dear Mr Connor
“I have to say that the writing therapy I advised you to try seems to be
working wonderfully, although I think there may be further complications
that have arisen since you started. In addition to your ongoing condition,
the substance of your writing indicates a strong possibility of a multiplyfractured personality as well, judging by the number of 'letters' you've
received from 'readers' of your publication. As a consequence I will have
to increase my fee to account for these extra personalities: I can't be sure,
but normally I would expect that each of these facets of your mind will
require careful analysis and individual treatment.
“Unfortunately I will be unable to continue treating you myself as
reading your publication has caused me serious mental problems, and as a
result I am now under the care of a fellow practitioner.
“To save me from communicating with you further my colleague will be
billing you directly for the costs incurred with your treatment over the last
3 months, along with the projected costs of treating your multiple
personalities (applying the bulk-discount principle), and the fee for my own
treatment (you wrote it - I got ill from reading it - you caused it - you pay
for it - na, na, na-na, na).
“Please do not try to contact me again or I will resort to posting a
hideous gnome to your home address on a daily basis until such time as
your front garden is completely covered with them. I've even figured out
how to email them to you too, so there.
“Yours sincerely
“Whoever I am today”
Last time I looked you were Dr. Bill ‘The Axeman’ Butcher – and why not?
Somebody has to be, so it might as well be you. At least for this week, anyway.
Strangely enough, Bill ‘The Axeman’ Butcher sounds like one of those odd
characters from one of the BBC’s Put Your Money Where Your Mouth Is shows.
And the Americans think they’ve cornered the market on dumbing down and
treating their audiences like cattle and sheep?
Moving rapidly on... And Andy Robson comments on the celebrity status of
the EAYOR readership....
“You and D West as Barbara Windsor and Sid James I can quite clearly see
but you’d probably have to be dubbed in Japanese to get the voices to
sound right. Though in the Carry On films (especially the hospital ones) I
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always worryingly found Barbara Windsor’s script to sound very much
like it had been directly lifted from Dick Emery. (If one crosses your path
next mid-winter just count the number of times ‘Oooh, you are awful’
crops up.)
“Moving on (thank goodness) it was a surprise to hear a mention of
Belinda Subraman again. She disappeared off the radar about 5 years
back and I suspect that various websites are just the continuous loops
that will still be running even when the planet has been sucked into a
black hole and turned into a box of popcorn.”
According to some Interweb sources she’s now working as a hospice nurse in
El Paso, Texas. The most recent website input I can find is from her
http://belinda_subraman.podomatic.com/ - the last pod is dated September
2013 - and before that, it was 2011. A scoot over to Amazon turned up a book
of her writings, along with material by Lyn Llifshin (who I always assumed
was one of Rick Peabody Jr/Gargoyle and the Elsberg/Cairncross Bogg
regulars.)
“Loved the back cover cartoon – we all have friends and colleagues
who have dogs with exactly that sort of attitude.
“Two zines have crashed and burned this past week so I hope you
can keep going – even if the goats are all counterfeit – and the envelopes
fall apart in the rain.”
I’ve managed to find another supply of envelopes – they’re old Civil Service
stock, so they should be as resilient as a Victorian spinster’s gussets when it
comes to postal workers’ hands. Or so I’ve been reliably informed. Mind you, I
don’t think you could create the same kind of anarchy that existed back in the
1980s. Things like The Howitzer Prize for Poetry were wonderful send-ups,
but The Nuclear Family – two tailor’s dummies (Mom & Dad) plus several
Dill pickles floating in a jar (The Kids) – would be lost today, drowned in the
mass of people taking it all far too seriously.
Someone who could never be accused of taking things too seriously is Steve
Jeffery, who also comments about that cartoon ending to the last EAYOR:“That back page picture is seriously disturbing in so many ways. I can't
make out the signature, and your art credits for the issue run out at page
25. It's a take on an older New Yorker cartoon by Arnie Levin in
February 1983.
My first thought on the cover picture was that this was of an
octopussy mermaid until I read the title on the book.
“I'm not even going to Google Ortho Chlorobenzylidene Malonitrile
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for fear that the drug squad will be lining up to smash the front door in
almost before the results load back into the browser. I've forgotten nearly
all of my Uni Organic Chemistry, so I have to take it on faith that the
writers on Breaking Bad aren't committing horrendous errors that have
chemistry students snorting into their popcorn at the fact that someone said
di-ethene when it should, as any fule kno, have been di-ethyne. We
chemistry students certainly knew how to have fun. Even if quite a lot of
did end in people running around desperately with fire extinguishers. Not
that that would have helped when I once inadvertently made a thermite
bomb at my former workplace and burned halfway through a steel bench.
Now dats the most fun I get at work is an 'undeclared object reference at
line 1400' error message.
“(I nearly wrote 'snorting into their coke' just then, and then realised
that might come across the way I originally meant it. Unless it was a
pharmaceutical Freudian slip. No don't go there. That way lies madness.)
“Is the BSFA website blog still going? I've not looked for ages. Last time
I checked the forum the most recent entry was dated six months previously,
so I gave up on it as a source of hot fannish news.
“D West is absolutely right about the second staple. It makes it so much
easier to read. 'A fanzine is a magazine produced by fans, for other fans,
about a subject of shared interest.'
OK, that sort of works. Let's see if we can zoom in on that.
'A science fiction fanzine typically abandons the second half of this
formulation, largely ignoring any reference to science fiction altogether,
and treats fandom itself - its history, rituals and mythology - as the main
focus of shared interest.'
“Music fanzines and soccer fanzines, for example, still primarily talk
about music and soccer, rather than about the activities, and interests of
fans. It would be unusual, perhaps, to find an issue of a soccer fanzine that
had an article on gardening or the correct use of toilet paper, but these crop
up all the time in sf fanzines. In fact, it's considered exceptional enough to
cause comment when a sf fanzine actually includes an article about science
fiction (unless it's about the unfairness of the Hugo voting system). It's
probably even considered a little gauche by the trufans (sf fans who
vociferously claim that they have grown out of sf and no longer read the
stuff, if, of course, they ever did. Thus the mark of a trufan is the distance
they can put between themselves and the nominal subject of the fandom
they belong to. The truest fan who ever lived has therefore probably not
even heard of science fiction, while knowing just who sawed Courtney's

boat and exactly how many syllables are in the word 'Smooooooth'.
“However - and this is the strange thing - they can always tell when
another fanzine that does not mention science fiction at all is not really a
proper science fiction fanzine.
“It's an odd world.
“Ghostwalks sounds like a very weird and spooky experience. What
were you doing down there anyway. It sounds an odd choice for a
vacation visit.
That glorious back page picture… There’s a version of the card here
http://www.richardsvarietystore.com/025821310367.html – however, that isn’t
the same card I picked up in Clintons, because there was no Happy Birthday
message inside, just blank card. Wrote to Clintons via their customer services,
and got a standard reply back saying, basically, that they do not release
artist/cartoonist information, and that they purchase sole/all rights.
I was basically looking to get a good/high dpi version to run through a local
photo studio printer – though had to settle for a scan of the card and try to
keep the aspect ratio while bringing it out to A4. I’ve tried various variations
on the signature, but nothing comes up on any Interweb search, and the URL
up there is probably only good while the damn thing is in stock (unless they
have print rights to it – which I’ve not checked.)
Of course you realise that in regard to the coke/popcorn line you wrote, I’m
honour bound to have to do something along The Sun (or Mirror) headline re
Nigella Lawson – “Who’s a snorty girl!”
Ghostwalks was written back in 1986, when the RN sent me down the
Falklands for the 3rd time – 1982, 1983, 1986, 1990, 1992
Yes, I tried a Google search on several variants of the name on the back
cover, and also for the phrase itself, but didn't find any match.
Back to Steve, and a second email sent after some paws for thought:“My cod definition of fanzines came out more cynically than I originally
intended. I must have been channelling Ambrose Bierce. But there was a
point to it, although I got side-tracked before I got round to it.
“There must be hundreds, if not thousands, of different fanzine titles
in Bill Burn's e-fanzines.com web site alone ( John Purcell, in Askew,
mentions a couple of even bigger online sites for sf fanzines). There is
probably as much variation in terms of style and content and intended
audience between these than between a nominal sf fanzine (say, for
example Chris Garcia's The Drink Tank, or Taral Wayne's Broken Toys)
and a fanzine that Don considers outside the canon, such as EAYOR.

“Ten years ago, it might have been possible to point at a fanzine and be
able to tell if it was a sf fanzine, even if it never mentioned or alluded to
anything to do with sf. Now, I'm not so sure. And I'm not really sure I care
anywhere near as much as I might have done 20 or more years ago.”
I’ve always (always? Always) worked on the basis that you never know what
you like until you hunker down and look around a bit – regardless of the
medium. Example of recent hunkering – Channel 5 ran an advert/teaser for one
of the animated films (either Bugs Life or Antz) but with a mix-over soundtrack.
It took me two weeks of emails to Channel 5 for them to finally ‘fess up to
mashing up a collaboration that’s not officially been released. Down In The Dirt
- Niklas Ahlstrom Feat. Martin Carlberg – one of the rare times I’ve routed the
R300 through an EQ to enhance the fringe sub-bass. It’s one of those productions
where you need to feel the kickback. That, and the La Bamba three-way from
Stylust Beats & Wick-It the Instigator.
It’s the one thing that keeps me going. That, and a high fibre diet.
The OCM, BTW, is the proper name for CS gas – a regular Eastern European
footballing favourite, along with red flares (but those might have something to do
with a strange 1970s fashion revival...)
Also getting a little retro is Lloyd Penney:“Yvonne still has all her vinyl records, including first editions of early
Beatles disks. I hope they’re still good or at least worth a little something. I
really think the age of the collector is coming to an end, and rare stuff like
that will be just…stuff.”
There is a whole new interest in vinyl – even new pressings (at prices I can’t
afford now, let alone when the medium was popular) – and one old trick I’ve
recently seen making a comeback has been cleaning vinyl with PVA glue.
Seriously. You have to put it on relatively thick (missing the label, obviously),
work it into the grooves, then let it ‘cure’ for a couple of days. It will then peel off
(ideally in a single sheet) taking with it a lot of groove deep dust and debris. This
method does not work with 78rpm schellacs . Some people also say it helps tone
down surface noise as well – but I’ve only tried it a couple of times. It works, but
it can get messy as hell. Plus its always best to have a wet cloth on standby, so
you can wipe your hands before touching other surfaces. Whatever, back to
Lloyd:“Yes, the Web is the biggest porn shop in the world, but with porn now
so easy to find, is it losing its impact? We come up with different fetishes
from time to time, but imagination can only take us so far. I still do
voicework, and it is lucrative. My current client pays me $65 an hour,
usually about $150 a shot.”
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Plus its always best to have a wet cloth on standby, so you can wipe your
hands before touching other surfaces. What? Oh... Whatever, back to Lloyd:“Yvonne and I celebrated 32 years of marriage on May 28, and I
celebrated 56 years of just plain age on June 2. In Canada, we’ve had
legal same-sex marriages for about 12+ years now. I hope those couples
are as happy as we are. You’ve got to find someone to spend the rest of
your lives with, and you’re lucky if you can do that.”
Never a truer word, Lloyd – plus you’ve got to be prepared to work at it.
Someone else who prides himself on working at it is John Nielsen-Hall:“Getting issues of a previously unsuspected fanzine out of the blue
was a surprise – I'm left asking why me? Why now? Who suggested you
send them to me?”
John, we went through this before, in the debrief. The ‘ Social Club’ has been
stood down – er, sorry, disbanded – and the membership list are no longer
targets active.
“All of which might lead you to conclude that I am a miserable old
bastard – and I am – but I am not an ungrateful miserable old bastard.”
In which case you’ll fit in nicely with the rest of the
readership.
“I liked Zach Belissimo's cover illo's for 1 &
2. They remind me a bit of Ed Roth's Surfin
Ratfink style from the sixties. Enjoyed your
article on South Georgia in #3. Good LocCol.
Please keep me in the loop and who knows, I
might have something more interesting to say
next time.”
You can always do what the rest of them do – lay
off your medication for a couple of days, and then
start LoCcing. What? Oh. Just me then...
Meanwhile, here’s Eric Mayer with an
observation:“Vietnamese River Cobbler? Gets its piquant taste from Agent
Orange?”
“Tell me, Mr. President, you ever smoked fish?”
“Hey, everyone was doing it. But I never ever inhaled.”
Okay, let’s round ‘em up and move ‘em out. Lloyd Penny closes with:“I went looking at Great Wave Off Kanagawa, but couldn’t find the
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Cookie Monster. I’ve only seen Rick and Morty once…online, literally
killing the Simpsons, and then trying to reanimate them.”
I’ve never really connected with the Simpsons – ever since they started out. South
Park has its moments, as does Family Guy and American Dad, and one that Taral
Wayne put me onto, the short lived The Oblongs – but most of the truly
surreal/strange stuff is no more. I’m talking Eeek The Cat and Terrible
Thunderlizards (both Savage Steve Holland) – Rocko’s Modern Life – The Fish
Police – not forgetting the Tex Avery, Chuck Jones & Bob Clampett material. I’d
be very hard pushed to find something as carefully structured yet equally as
surreal today – and somehow, I don’t see how the use of a frying pan in a Tom &
Jerry cartoon can be considered as excessive violence, when most of the news
broadcasts today seem to deliberately contain up-front devastation and carnage,
mostly purely for its ‘entertainment’ value.
But, back to Kanagawa, and John Hertz has this to say:“No doubt you know the Hokusai – which you call The Great Wave
Off Kanagawa is really a picture of Mt. Fuji.
As the King of Hearts said, “important –
unimportant – unimportant – important.”
It’s one of a series of Hokusai prints, Thirty-six
Views of Mount Fuji. He only did 36 views
because, as best I can remember, you only got
36 shots from a roll of Fuji Film... John adds:“I’m glad that NSA 3x5” index card of
me got into good hands. Or your hands,
anyway. After the Area 51 business went
sour I thought for years it was a carefully
nurtured contact lost. Of course I couldn’t volunteer anything about it.”
Believe me, John, no one will be more happier than me when the final mothership
comes back to collect their artefacts. Then we can all pack up and head on home
ourselves – job done – and no one the wiser...
At which point it’s probably best to invoke the No Resuscitation Clause and
pull the plug on the LoCcol for this EAYOR. Quick name checks would go out to
all the Usual Suspects (you know exactly who you lot are) – plus Simon Robson
sent a new publication – My Manifesto – so send him a £5.00 note (Grovsenor
Road Books, 172 Grovsenor Road, Aldershot, Hants GU11 3EJ) – Heavy Metal
Kids was the major hit for me this time round. Fred Argoff (Penthouse L, 1170
Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11230-4060) sent several issues of his Brooklyn!
($10.00 Annual/4-issue subscription) which certainly helped to put a touch of
Theory back into my Chaos – very much appreciated, and worth sending for.

It’s All A Meritocracy
“Sociologically, fandom consists of fans who are in contact with others,
indulging in fanac and maintaining interest in the community. It is a subset of
the whole sf community; it overlaps but does not encompass prodom and does
not include the vast majority of consumers of science fiction.
“Anyone can join fandom, but like most communities, fandom expects
newcomers to learn our language, traditions, customs and mores. Fandom is a
gift economy and meritocracy that appreciates desire to belong, effort to
participate and the ability to express one's self — either in writing or verbally.
Communicating with other fen is an essential part of fandom. Joining fandom
requires climbing the Mountains of Inertia. and moving purposefully past the
Circle of Lassitude, not always easy tasks.”
(Fancy 3 http://fancyclopedia.wikidot.com/fandom )
“Times change, things move on. When I was administrator paper fanzines
were still the norm and I would get a decent number of voters (70-80), but
Steve Green’s tenure has seen the rise of social media, e-fanzines and blogs, and
I think fans have come to see the Novas as being some what old-fashioned.
Despite Steve’s best efforts – opening the awards to include e-fanzines and
voting by any fan – interest has waned and recently the numbers of voters has
started to look embarrassing.
“Following discussions between past administrators and the Birmingham SF
Group, which oversees Novacon, we have reluctantly agreed that the time has
come to stop awarding the Novas for fanzines. We will however still consider
giving the Special Nova to Special Fans! So don’t fill up your mantelpiece with
tat like Nebulas and Hugos, the Nova Award lives on.”
(Tony Berry Novacon PR 1 (2015)
http://www.novacon.org.uk/n45/documents/N45-PR1.pdf )
“Of course the FAAns went mostly to Brits at a British Corflu! Those that
didn’t went to those with close ties to Britfandom. The sheer predictability of
the results was one reason I didn’t bother to vote this year – not really a
protest, but laziness. I didn’t want to have to think about who to vote for if
not the “usual suspects,” then end up voting for them anyway since I could
think of no-one better. I also have to admit that, after so many years, not
winning a single FAAn does not sit well on me. But, as I was recently
reminded by one of my correspondents, his fanzine and fanwriting has never
even been in the running. And I can name first-rate fanartists who have never
come close to winning a FAAn either. For someone who cannot make

personal contact with the voters, I guess I do surprisingly well. Still...”
(Taral Wayne – Broken Toys 40 (2015)
http://efanzines.com/Taral/BrokenToys-40.pdf )
“For the third year in a row, the FAAn Awards (Fan Activity
Achievement Awards, not the FAAA, please) will be awarded at the Corflu
banquet. We hope this will establish the awards as a Corflu tradition.”
(Janice Murray – Catch The Corflu Wave (1997)
http://www.hidden-knowledge.com/corflu/faanawards.htm )
“Is there something to be done about the FAAN Awards? Aside from
lack of enthusiasm (I'm an unenthusiastic voter at the best of times) the
major problem with the award participation is that a large chunk of
fanzine publishing fandom thinks the award is only for Corflu attendees.
They actually think that the administrator(s) deliberately do not count
votes for fanzines that they don't like or approve of. This kind of paranoia
will be hard to overcome. Having Andy Hooper write your suggested
"unbiased roundup" of fanactivity won't help, because the "outsiders"
automatically will consider him biased (as well as other active Corflu
people like Randy Byers) and will either discount his opinions or, even
more likely, not read them at all. (See numerous comments in letter
columns in Joseph Majors' Alexiad for examples.)”
(Jerry Kaufman – Vibrator 2.0.17 (2015)
http://efanzines.com/Vibrator/Vibrator-2.0.17.pdf)
“Does this still stand as a viable yardstick by today’s multi-media/techorientated standards? If we are going to have awards for Best Fanzine (etc)
– and has been noted by Garth [Spencer] in regard to the CSFA there are
awards with barriers regarding certain differing types of zines – do we not,
first, need to clarify exactly what we mean by Fanzine? And, moving on
from that, shouldn’t we have this definition accepted and upheld by every
award process going?
“C’mon, let’s be serious here – most fan awards are based on the
number of people within your in-crowd, who turn up at a convention (or
whatever) and vote for you because you are you, as opposed to the product
itself – or because you’ve held back and pubbed your ish right on the
deadline so that it’s about the last thing to fall out of the mailbox before
people vote – or, even more common, you pub and distribute your zine at
the convention itself, nailing the floating voters by having some friends
brag you up at the bar prior to handing out the ballot sheets.”
(Me – Boopledoggin’ #8 (2006) )
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ingredient to the back of the inhaler's throat. I don’t know what the absorption time
is, but I’m pretty sure I’ve convinced Den to leave 30 minutes between the last
morning hit of Fluticasone (aka Flovent) and the first breakfast hit of coffee.

A
Bad
Day
For
Deja
Vu

While taking his temperature and mentally counting the number of breaths per
minute, I put the purple UFO back on the nightstand. If I thought back and turned
the thing over in my hands a couple of times, I could probably remember how to
correctly disassemble it without damaging the delivery mechanism.
Flashback to October/November/December 2002 – Videonetworks Limited had
finally collapsed, leaving me redundant after 27 years of continuous employment.
Before I was able to pick up the UK IT Manager role for Peguform UK, I’d ended up
getting sort of involved with GlaxoSmithKline – at their major factory between
Hertford and Ware. It was one of those Jobs-Between-Jobs – in the odd belief that it
would be easier to find work if you’re in work. What it actually taught me was that I
never wanted to do that kind of ‘contract’ work ever again.

Monday September 8th, 06:20.
I’m just about ready to walk out of the house and head off to work, when Den
has another one of his attacks. This time it’s really screwed up, even for him –
mainly as he’s had a nasty chest and throat infection for several weeks, and the
fob-off of Amoxypoxydoxycillin plus steroids has done little to shift it.
Neither of us have any patience whenever we become patients ourselves, so the
previous Sunday (31st August) we'd finally agreed we’d had enough, so off we go
to a ‘near-by’ (15 miles away) walk-in surgery in order for him to be seen by a
member of the medical profession. That is, without having to wait another week to
eight days for the ‘regular’ appointment to come round – or clogging up the local,
overloaded, A&E department at the local Lister Hospital, a situation which has
become quite profitable to the Hertfordshire NHS since the introduction of
'token'-based multi-storey car parking – stack ’em high, then make ’em pay.
At the Springfield Walk-In Centre, post form filling, we get to see a doctor after
only 40 minutes. However, mid consultation, said doctor had to take a mobile
phonecall from her husband, and then, five minutes or so later, one from her
daughter. Apparently these were of such a nature that we were asked to go back to
the waiting room until each had been completed.
Now, eight days later, and he’s on the edge of the bed, complaining that his
throat is badly swollen, the soreness has returned, and the more he coughs the
more it feels like it is closing up – despite two sucks on the purple flying saucer.
The purple one is usually two doses first thing in the morning, then another two
last thing at night. It’s large and round – like a flying saucer – and obviously
coloured purple, like the dinosaur. To be honest, I know for a fact that the
payloads are mostly milk powder, used as a delivery agent to stick/coat the active
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The GSK Method had been to employ temps on what the company called ‘a
contractual basis.’ That was a cheap excuse for cheap labour for a limited period of
time – just before Christmas.
Come the finish I’d ended up talking to several people and had found a way into
the network team. Better hourly rates and, to be frank, better company.
The group I’d originally been with had been mostly ‘professional students’ –
dropping in and out of (the then) free education system while working part time –
only to disappear out to Australia again. Go surfing until the money ran out, then
back to the UK again to start the cycle all over again.
It was something which had always annoyed me about the UK’s education system.
Why take up places in educational establishments when there are always others who
are desperate for them?
In the network team I got to wear an active pressure suit and work in the steroid
section. Like fire fighters, most Navy were trained in the use of bottled air for fire
fighting on ships, when at sea. The only real difference being when you’re a thousand
miles, say, from the nearest point of land, the priority isn’t saving lives, but saving the
platform the lives depend on. This is, of course, the same platform some company has
put in the lowest bid in order to win the construction contract. Back to GSK.
It was from that short experience I got to learn enough about steroids to know I
don’t want them anywhere near me, if at all possible. I got most of my knowledge
from Nina – the company Induction Trainer assigned to keep the network team in
line. She was a true Essex girl, who had a chrome stud through her tongue which
often clicked and clacked as she spoke to you. I remember thinking on the first day
we met that if I could just piss her off enough it would probably sound like someone
playing the spoons – or a fair to middling tap-dance routine.
Back on the side of the bed, and Den’s still gasping like a fish out of water.

“Do you want me to ring for an ambulance?” I ask, the number already
punched in on the land line handset, my thumb hovering over the green transmit
button.

keep saying I’m going to put copies of the damn things in every room in the house,
because I can never bloody find them in the room I’m in when the operator asks
about them.

In between laboured breathing I get one of our agreed hand gestures, but I press
the green button anyway.

But then he deliberately moves them. I know he does. I’ve not caught him doing it,
you understand, but we have one of those pine Merchant’s Chests that’s stuffed full
of drawers. It’s got over 20 of them. 8 going up in two columns of 4. They sit either
side of the shelving in the middle of the top half we bought for the unit, after we saw
the full version in the same shop we got the Chest from in the first place.

Whereas other couples may have words, or expressions, or just simple set pieces
to indicate reassurance, with Den’s breathing problems we have hand gestures.
Weeks before this latest attack, we’d been watching one of the David
Attenborough nature programmes on the television. It was all about tree frogs.
When one appeared on the screen, Attenborough’s voiceover introduced it along
the lines of:
“A South American Overspotted Queenie – so toxic they can kill their
adversaries just by croaking, and so they only communicate with each other by
hand gestures.”
The frog, now centre of shot, obligingly turns to camera and does a passing
imitation of our own ‘I’m alright’ hand signal Den uses when unable to speak
clearly.
I smile, and even though I remain silent, I still get a jab in the ribs for my sins.
In some peoples’ books, thoughts are as good as deeds. But only when it suits
them…
Then on the phone I’m through to the 111 operator. I always try not to go
down the 999 emergency route – and the old 08454647 doesn’t work in
Hertfordshire any more (ah, tell me what does…) With the connection made, it
now gets a little tricky.
“Are you calling about yourself, or someone else?”
“My partner, Mr Golden. He’s a registered asthmatic and he’s got problems
with his breathing.” I wait to hear what response I get.
Several years ago, the switchboard operator before last had sounded bored and
half asleep. So I’d tossed in that he’s also got a blocked artery and has a nitro spray
for his angina. Cue mental punchline of a joke so old even I can’t remember when
and where I first heard it.1
However, instead of that additional medical information speeding things up,
the assistant had then kicked off a new set of 1,001 questions – until a nurse came
on the line and apologised for the delay in getting someone out to us.
This time I’m not given the full GCHQ interrogation routine because the
doorbell sounds, announcing the arrival of the medics before I’ve finished trying to
work out where copies of Den’s prescriptions have been hidden this time round. I

1

“Did you know my daughter has acute angina?”
“No, sir, I didn’t. But she does have a fantastic pair of tits.”

But, hey, I mean, come on. 20 drawers? With his over-active OCD?
Even Ladbrokes would refuse to take the bet, no matter how much I dressed it up
and tried to look like an innocent punter.
One of the medics – both women this time – starts talking to him, while the other
starts making notes and filling out an A3 incident form. Then, while I’m filling in
details that Den’s forgotten, or misremembered in regard to time lines – all the while
trying to put the joyfully discovered copy of his prescriptions in some kind of order –
the note taker asks if I’m going off somewhere.
That’s when I realise I’m still running around with my travelling bag over my
shoulder. This is the first job I’ve had where I’ve found a canvas ‘manbag’ to actually
be useful – even though I couldn’t tell you exactly what’s in it these days. I take it off
and put it over by the wardrobe, then fish out the works’ mobile phone. I rarely use
the things, but I’ve put several contact numbers on this one, and so it has started to
slowly insinuate itself into our lives.
People find it odd that I work in various aspects of IT, but almost hate the mobile
phone with a passion. It’s nothing personal, of course. If you want to be controlled by
a device of the Devil, then so be it. It is, after all, what you like to think of as ‘your’
choice. And I can deeply appreciate how you really need to keep changing it for the
next new thing, even though you’ve never ever pushed the last one to anywhere near
its functional limits. I mean, can you tell me why the new version of the Operating
System, now called 'Kitkat', needs a massive 512Mb minimum to run in? Without
looking it up on the Interweb – via your smartphone, that is…
I use the works mobile for two reasons. One, I’ve already put the few site numbers
I need into its address book, rather than the one on our land line, and two, I don’t
have to pay the bill. It also helps that I don’t use it on a daily basis, which means the
odd flurry of activity I occasionally create with it, is no doubt snaffled away and
hidden by the over abundance of free minutes the company has it contracted on.
Back in our bedroom, the note taker – Julia – chats amicably with me while the
other – Susan – does a second round of blood pressure, blood sugar and temperature
checks – jotting down the figures herself this time. She does that because Julia is
telling me how she’s saving for her first house, because then she’d have more space to
hang pictures like we have throughout ours. There’s not a wall in our place which
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doesn’t have something on it. There’s also several plastic Tuff crates in the attic,
full of pictures we haven’t rotated since we moved from 64 Chelwood. When we
left, the house seemed bare and strange – the walls freckled with pollyfilla’d nail
holes.
Julia tells me she doesn’t mind the emergency call outs – mainly because she
often gets to put the blue lights on and legally drive like a maniac. Gallows
humour is a fallback I can readily understand.
Returning to the house buying topic, she tells me she wants to find a place in
Cornwall or Devon – down along the south west coast, despite the recent flood
plain problems – mainly because she just loves surfing.
Den croaks something about wanting to do that as well – which is news to me,
until I realise he’s talking about moving down to that part of the country as our
‘final resting place.’ As opposed to dressing up in black neoprene rubber and
barrelling a curl or two before breakfast.
We sort of laugh, and a short four-way conversation ensures for several minutes
as the two women pack up and get ready to leave. When they’re gone I check on
the time. 07:30-ish.
I ring Nick on site and say I’m not going to be in today – telling him that we
had to call the ambulance out. Then call Lucy, to say the same.
Officially the unit isn’t supposed to be manned until 08:30 due to Health and
Safety. But we’re four levels down, underground, in an old bunker, and so
specialised that we’re almost a law unto our selves. Previously, I’d spent 7 years
down a similar bunker in another part of the country, only more solo. I could go
for weeks back then without seeing another person (human or techie) shambling
along the maze of concrete corridors. I’d even made and carried around my neck a
credit card sized blank ID badge on a chain around my neck, the black-on-yellow
Dymo message saying: “If found dead, please ring Next of Kin on…”
With work informed, I mither and dither about until 08:15, when the local GP
surgery finally opens its telephone line and I can try to make an emergency
appointment.
“Is it anything life threatening?” The receptionist asks.
“Well, I’m no expert2, but if you want to take down this call-out incident
number from this morning?” and I flutter the A3 sheet Ambulance Julie gave me
earlier. Silly, I know, but it gets me the desired reaction.
“Ten o’clock this morning. Doctor Cameron.”
I resist the temptation of doing a Barbara Mullen Scottish accent and ask if Dr.
Finlay isn’t available instead. Ach, Janet. Nay-body remembers that far back any

2

more. Anyway, both Den and I are just thankful it isn’t Dr. Epstein. Neither of us
have anything against women doctors, but Dr. Epstein’s interaction and blatant
inattention to the patient sitting across from her is notorious. To the point of pressing
the ‘Next!’ button before we’ve even had a chance to ask about what she’s just
prescribed, and more importantly, why she’s prescribed it in the first place.
Even my last run in with her had been a fiasco. I’d caught something from
commuting – a chest infection that simply wouldn’t die off. I’ve always been ‘prone’
to stuff like that. I have very fragmented memories of being either 5 or 6 – when my
family were still in London – and being rushed into hospital with something which
was always referred to as ‘Pneumonia Patch.’
But I couldn’t seem to shake free of it, and after being continuously nagged at by
HMV, I ring up the local surgery and make an emergency appointment. That means
it’s pot luck when it comes to which doctor you get, so I end up seeing Dr. Epstein.
Not what I really need, especially after I’ve had a meagre 3 or so hours of sleep,
interspersed with hacking up gobbets of stuff that looks exactly like the filling of a
typical American Key Lime pie.
“Before we start, Mr Connor, we’d better take your blood pressure……Hmmm,
that does seem a little high, doesn't it. What I’d like you to do is buy a blood pressure
monitor – I’d recommend one just like this, I’ll write it down for you. Then if you can
take some readings, three times a day, for the next 4 weeks, then come back and see
me?”
Believe me, that is precisely how things went. When I left, I went over to our
regular fallback surgery – the Springfield walk-in, even though it still meant driving
the distance – and ended up seeing another doctor. I explained the situation with the
previous history, also ex-smoker, and with a partner who is a chronic asthmatic – but
as yet seemingly uninfected. We talked about the joys of super bugs, resistance, etc,
and once satisfied I wasn’t just there because I had a little bit of a cough (“Seriously,
Mr Connor, there's no need to bring up yet another fresh sample.”) she issued a
prescription for the usual 7 day cycle of Amoxywoxypoxy.
Back in the Now world, and with Den’s appointment set, I settle down to a cup of
coffee and a piece of toast, watching the news and the clock at the same time – until
it's time to drive him to the local surgery. We get there a little early, admire all the
people using their mobile phones – despite all the signs saying not to – and to our
surprise we get to see Dr. Cameron just after 10:00.
He’s a very pleasant, middle-aged quack, and after a short discussion he tosses in
the amusing bombshell comment that what Den might actually have is a strain of
Whooping Cough.
“Seriously?” I ask, before turning to Den. “Did Northerners know about such
things as vaccinations, back when you were a child?”

Actually, as part of 148 Battery (aka Naval Gunfire Support) – I’d also been a Navy qualified Nurse
Nancy – most Comms back in the 70’s & 80’s were basic field medical trained.
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Dr Cameron, not fully understanding that both Den and I protect ourselves with

humour, quickly adds:
“Mr. Golden could well have been vaccinated as a child, but as people progress
into old age, the protection steadily wears off.”
Oh dear, oh dear, oh dear. Had I realised Dr Cameron was still one of the
unenlightened innocents, then I would have quietly advised him about not
dropping the ‘Old’ bomb – especially refraining from its use when in the company
of my sensitive ‘better half.’
But, to my surprise, Den actually ignores it, and is more than happy to accept a
stack of printed paperwork for a series of blood tests to see if it actually is
Whooping Cough, or not. He's over 65, so all such medical procedures are free –
and with a surname of Golden, what else can I say?
With the session almost over, I figure I could get myself a bit more VFM from
the visit, and ask Cameron about my shins, mainly as they've been playing up
again.
Pulling up both trouser legs and resting the heel of my right foot on one of the
empty chairs, I tell him I don't think the original diagnosis of HSP was correct.
Cameron rummages through my notes on his computer, but I know full well that –
just like lawyers – you won't get a doctor to shop another doctor (well, not here in
the UK that is.)
After some humming and hawing we both come to the conclusion that it is,
was, and predictably always will be, a variation on Pemphigoid, regardless what
other names might be given it – hence the occasional bursts of what feels like lots
of small sewing needles being repeatedly stabbed into my ankles and shins, from
time to time, as I slowly destroy myself from the inside. It’s an Auto Immune
dysfunction, with no real known cause, and no known cure. At least this time the
blistering is nowhere near as bad or extensive as the initial attack had been.
To help soften the diagnosis, Den throws in a comment about how he'd always
told me to get my legs insured for a million – a reference to Betty Grable which
goes over Dr Cameron's head at around 30,000 feet. Then we're leaving, back to
the car and over to the Lister hospital for the blood samples – and finally home
again.
Later that evening, as I'm in the middle of pouring our last cup of coffee for the
day, I find I've lost about ten minutes remembering my first partner, and trying not
to remember Christmas 1982.
I couldn't have travelled the 8,000 miles and stopped him from being killed –
and if the Conflict had taken either one of us, or both, then it would have been a
simple and easy thing to just chalk it up as 'fair game' – despite the oddness of the
way that might sound. But six months post-War, to be killed in a freak December
accident? C’mon, no one has any right to expect ‘Health and Safety’ in what was
still barely an ex-War Zone.

As it was, I only found out about his death when his parents turned up on the
doorstep of our rented 'upside down' house (built on the side of a hill/earth bank –
you went into what looked like a single story building from the front, but then went
downstairs to the bedrooms.) He’d been due to fly back to the on December 21 st –
but had been killed December 19 th.
Back then it was still a dangerous game – the Royal Navy wouldn't 'decriminalise'
same sex relationships until 1997, the year I retired from the Mob. His family knew
nothing about me, and I wasn't going to be the one to tell them, either.
That was then. This is now
So far I've seen Den through severe gallstones – which led to several near-fatal
bouts of pancreatitis, blockages and which finally culminated in emergency surgery
(performed by the same arsehole of a consultant who originally dismissed the
gallstones as an ulcer, despite the ultrasound scans showing otherwise.) Other things
have included a thankfully benign prostate cancer, the onset of cataracts, and now (as
of 17th September) early traces of Type II Diabetes.
“To lose one partner, Mr Connor, may be regarded as a misfortune; to lose two
looks like carelessness.”
I try not to worry, or to smother, or over-protect. But it is sometimes so very
difficult not to – which leads to its own internal and external frictions between us.
We already have our wills made out, and I have a large, three-drawer filing
cabinet, that contains things like bank account details, insurance details, pension
details (by the time I end up retiring – if I ever make it that far – I think I'm due
around 7 micro, group policy pensions – mostly generated from having been made
redundant 3 times in 6 years), passwords and login details for various other things.
They're not for Den, but if he outlasts me then he knows that all he has to do is
pass the contents of the folders on to our 'financial advisor' – and Richard (never
“Dicky”) will start untangling things for him.
That's Den's protection – either he'll go before I do, or if I go before he does, then
all he has to do is turn everything over to someone else to sort out.
And if he goes before I do?
Everything is laid out in several letter-style pages – including which Shirley Bassey
songs gets played, and when. That’s his go-to safe place – planning and organising on
a grand scale. It’s one of his ‘distractions’ from anything he finds distasteful.
But I don't mind that. He used to work the top floor of the Dorchester Hotel and
never realised he'd been security checked until, many years later, during one of my
own renewals, he remembered answering similar questions.
In an ideal world, of course, we’d both depart together – thus leaving someone
else to sort out the mountain of shit that’s automatically created and amassed
through the vagaries of modern day living. But ideal worlds exist only in fiction, alas.
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So I finish making the coffee, packing memories away into their little boxes, not
realising that, on October 2nd, we would end up spending a day at the National
Monument Arboretum.
Although the short week break had been planned, the visit to the Arboretum
hadn't been intentional. We went self catering as we usually do, and this time we
had found a place which offered various ‘attractions’ pretty much nearby. Well,
without having to trundle and wind along B-road country lanes all the time.
We also came up good with the weather as well – only getting caught driving
through the rain front that started to cross the UK on the Saturday we headed back
home (October 4th.)
Rita, the grandmother who owns the farm and the 2 pine plank holiday
‘cabins’, had been sorting out our one when we arrived. She’d cheerfully listened to
us talk about where we’d stayed in the past, and what we intended to visit this
time round, which was when she mentioned the Arboretum.
It was something we just added to the rest of the information we’d gathered –
though with Netherseal being on the edge of three or four county boarders, it
hadn’t been easy trying to work out where bits of interest actually were.
Still, we had a good start to the week – Twycross Zoo – with the highlight
being able to feed the new Lorikeets from little pots of what looked like some kind
of sugar-banana based smoothie. We even went round and fed them a second time
as we were on our way out. Say what you will about the ‘cute’ Meerkats – scruffy
looking itinerant omnivores IMHO, despite the adverts – nothing beats a stroppy,
rainbow coloured ball of feathers running up and along one outstretched arm, over
the top of your head, and down the other arm – just because you switched the pot
of food from one hand to the other.
We also visited Calke Abbey – the National Trust time capsule. Held in the
same state as when it was handed over to the Trust back in the 1980s. In reality,
the large house is the model of what happens when the money and the bloodlines
run out – all of which reminds me so much of the recently proposed Mansion Tax,
where families are property rich but cash poor. But then, according to some
Members of Parliament, £67,000 isn’t a living wage these days – which is why, I
suppose, they’ve also awarded themselves a second 10% pay rise.

museum, we came down the A38, with all the intention of heading back to the
holiday cabin. However, as we came close to our turnoff, we saw signs for the
National Monument Arboretum, and decided to spend the remaining part of the day
there.
It’s a remarkable place – a well respected repository for over 300 memorials to
various sections of the Armed Forces, civilian organisations and voluntary bodies –
containing quite a few which had been on the point of being abandoned, or actually
destroyed. Various boards and notices outline their chequered histories and how they
had been successfully relocated into the site.
It’s also an unusually silent location – being close to the A38 I kept expecting to
hear motorway traffic noise. Even the car-train (transport tricked out to look like
some kind of locomotive) was unobtrusive as it took us on an initial tour of the
grounds. That gave us our rough bearings for the day’s visit.
As it was, the Arboretum became one of the few places we visited which left us
talking about it – off and on – over the next couple of days. For while I'm not even
vaguely religious, I still placed a poppy & remembrance cross against the separate
South Atlantic - Falklands Memorial. Then later, I placed three more for a double
handful of old friends – lost to Northern Ireland, the Balkans, and the First Gulf War
– GW1. It took long decades for the Shot at Dawn Memorial to be created, in
memory of those victims of shellshock – aka PTSD and all its variants. Maybe one
day there will be one put up, in recognition of all the GW1Vs who have been so badly
affected by Gulf War Syndrome.
After time spent in contemplation, I walked back through and eventually out of
the massive, circular Memorial. It meant going past many of the 16,000+ names of
those Armed Forces personnel, killed as a result of conflicts or acts of terrorism since
the end of the Second World War. Each one is carefully and precisely carved into the
tall, curving sandstone walls – cut deep so as to outlast generations – and I have to
admit I was struck by what I saw.
It wasn't the rows of names already chiselled into the stones that made me feel a
mixture of emotional loss and sadness. It was the expanse of blank sandstone slabs
also set solidly in place around the Monument’s perimeter, their surfaces still smooth,
but ready to receive the names of those yet to be killed.

Within the main house itself the rooms had gradually been abandoned, just
used as storage areas, shut up for decades as the family slowly contracted itself
down to living in just three or four of the ground floor rooms. The problem,
according to the preservationists we talked to, is suspending the decay from
decaying any further – a Dorian Grey-esque suspension which became all the more
fascinating as doors which had been found half open, remained half open, giving
just a glimpse of what the rooms actually contain.

Back home – our home – with everything unpacked and a load in the washing
machine, I flash up the old laptop and download the photographs we’ve taken. A
while ago I had gotten Den a digital camera and replaced the memory chip with a
2Gb one. It gives him the ability to run up around 1,100 photos before the files need
taking off, and he keeps it on a shelf of the bookcase in the hallway – ready to take
pictures of moths, or dragonflies, or crickets, or egrets, or herons, or anything else he
sees during the day, that I’ve missed while working.

Then, on the Thursday, after a rather disappointing look around a pottery

And yes, while I’ll curse the fact that I’m going to be the one who ends up having
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to take our final selection of holiday photos to Costco – shopping around for an
hour or so while the mountain of pictures are printed off – or going up into the loft
while wondering why the hell it is we need five suitcases of Christmas decorations
– or re-wiring bits of the house – or going out in the dark and the rain, to turn the
light off in the shed, despite the fact I wasn’t the one who left it on (even though I
did forget the new box of washing powder I said I’d get when I was in there last,
which is beside the bloody point) – I’ll also be the one who wakes up suddenly in
the middle of the night, deliberately holding my own breath until I can hear the
reassuring sound of breathing beside me.

-oOo-

-oOo-

Congratulations!
You have just been rooting for your favourite celebrity as they compete in the
all new Saturday Night prime time entertainment extravaganza, So Goose Me!
- the wonderful multi-brand game show where celebrities are blindfolded and
then shot into oncoming flocks of migrating geese using either a cannon, a
giant crossbow, or a trebuchet – the choice is yours! No, seriously, it really is
twice as funny as it sounds! Plus you get a chance to vote for your favourite
goosing via one of our Premium Rate telephone hotlines!

Please Note:- Terms and conditions apply, and are available in micro-small
print so as to render them unreadable. And anyway, we really don’t give a
toss, just so long as we can continue to mine public greed and credulity in
order to keep coining it in.

So Goose Me is part of the Reality TV franchise more commonly known as
EAYOR #4. All EAYORs are directed and produced by the fimble ningers of
Chuck Connor, who can be easily contracted by the following unprotected
means:Email - chuck.connor@gmx.co.uk
Or via the vagaries of snail-mail, using a socially adept echidna, scent to:85 The Paddocks, Stevenage, SG2 9UF, UK/GB
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And with that, all I can say is

Goodnight out there,
whatever
you are…

